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Pest resistance: who’s doing the heavy lifting?
BY PAUL W. JACKSON

Growth cannot happen without resistance. Every athlete knows it when he
pushes against clanging weight, and every
farmer knows it when the tractor lugs
against heavy soil.
Their jobs are to defeat the resistance,
then do it again. Most farmers succeed
every year, as do athletes who grow stronger as the season progresses.
But defeating resistance is a bit more
crucial for farmers. It’s not a game
at stake, it’s their livelihood. And the
resistance they face isn’t a dead stack of
iron. It’s a living organism that is patient,
tenacious and, at times, a heavy weight
on farmers’ backs.
“Farmers are always concerned with resistance management,” said Ron Goldy, senior
educator with Michigan State University
Extension in Benton Harbor. “But to a certain extent, they must rely on trial and error.
They have to spray and see if it’s controlling
what they want to control. If it works, fine.
If not, they can get frustrated. But this is a
constant battle. If a product that worked is
overused, the pest can develop resistance.
It’s usually not the chemical’s fault. If a product is overused, it’s more difficult to manage
any particular pest.”
Manage is the key word, Goldy said.
“Eradication is not possible and never
will be,” he said. “To try to eradicate
insects and disease is foolish, but to manage them is necessary.”
Management, however, like weights,
must involve different muscles and
modes of action. Just as no athlete wants
one arm muscular and the other weak,

farmers want their attack on insects and
disease to be balanced, complementary
and, most importantly, effective.
Sometimes that means stepping away
from the routine and getting back to basics.
“We were stuck on glyphosate as the
only herbicide after they came out with
glyphosate-resistant crops,” said Scott
Bishop, Western Michigan retail area
manager with DuPont. “At the same
time, the technology fees became more
expensive. To fight that, some farmers just
started to apply glyphosate, and that led
to resistance. It started in the Mississippi
Delta with Roundup-Ready cotton, corn
and soybeans. And there are still plenty of
weeds that are susceptible to glyphosate.
It’s still inexpensive, too, so it’s hard not to
put in the tank. But now, everything old
is new again. We’re starting to go back to
pre-emergent herbicides and mixing in other chemistry in post-emerge applications.”
Other time-tested practices must be employed, too, Bishop said. Like building muscle, it’s best to tailor a resistance program
for each person, each crop and each field.
“It’s getting more important than ever
to rotate crops and to scout,” he said.
“The glyphosate era was almost too easy.
Roundup-ready crops were one of the most
remarkable products ever invented, but
now we may need to go back to managing
crops not that much differently than before
Roundup-Ready soybeans came on the market. We have to put the effort into scouting,
and we have to mix up our chemistry.”
That’s common sense for insect control
too, Goldy said.

“Cocktails or blends remain effective
longer,” he said. “It’s like asking the pest
to make two changes instead of one, and
that’s a greater task. There always will be
some resistance. For example, the corn earworm overwinters in the South, and as it
travels north, it gets exposed to products.
We’re talking about resistance in two generations in some cases. It also depends on
the types of chemistry it’s being exposed
to. And we probably have two generations
produced in Michigan per year.”
As farmers begin to use chemical cocktails to fight insect and disease resistance,
few new products are being introduced.
That’s because of a variety of things, said
Kevin Robson, specialty crop specialist
with Michigan Farm Bureau.
“The bureaucratic process and the
EPA’s resistance to most new chemical
developments puts a major block on new
products,” he said. “But remember too,
that certain brand-named chemicals may
already have blends of different active
ingredients. Just because one product
contains glyphosate doesn’t mean that it’s
all it contains. Roundup, for example, isn’t
necessarily a stagnant product. If it was, it
wouldn’t work as well as it does after all
these years. Still, we need to streamline
the chemistry approval process so that
farmers can more quickly find the sweet
spot between crop protection materials,
mechanical weed control and environmental stewardship.”
Discussions like this make it apparent
that farmers are learning and experimenting when it comes to pest resistance, said

Kate Krepps, row crops specialist with
Michigan Farm Bureau.
“People don’t realize that farmers
just don’t go out and spray,” she said.
“They have to consult their records for
every field and, for example, if they had
white mold in that field, they know it’s
not a good idea to plant the same bean
crop there again. Also, they use a variety
of practices, both old and new, to stop
resistant pests. There’s a reason behind
everything a farmer does, including
deep-tillage, which means taking some
fields out of no-till. We learn more from
every new practice, and we’ve learned
from the old practices. We’ve learned in
some cases what not to do too, but this
is not a one-and-done profession. Every
generation learns from the last one.”
Unfortunately, farmers don’t produce
a new generation several times a year as
do pests. And if they keep getting ahead
of farmers, sometimes farmers need to
throw their weight around and use everything at their disposal.
“Resistance is one of the greatest challenges today’s farmers face,” Krepps said.
“But if we continue to learn and use well
thought-out cultural practices, do the best
scouting we can, keep accurate records,
rotate crops and chemistry and keep up
on new science, we can stay ahead of the
pests. We may not be able ever to lift that
weight off our shoulders, but we can push
it back and fight another day. Every time we
resist resistance, we learn, build our arsenal
and use our muscle against the pests that
would destroy our crops.”

Knowing pest life cycles helps with resistance management
BY RON GOLDY

Growers are well aware of the need to
rotate pesticide chemistry to minimize the
chances of pests developing resistance.
However, there is more to resistance
management and pest control than just
rotating chemistries. Understanding pest
life cycles is another important piece to
this puzzle. The life cycle characteristic
often overlooked is whether the pest
overwinters locally or migrates in each
year from other locations.
Whether we appreciate it or not,
northern winters are a benefit when it
comes to keeping some of our worst
pests in check. Some pests simply are unable to survive cold temperatures, while
others need live tissue to survive and the

cold kills the host plant. This is true for
some insects and diseases. For migrating
pests, the chemistries they are exposed
to at their overwintering site and during
migration are important factors when it
comes to controlling them on your crops.
A good insect comparison is the
difference between European corn borer
and corn ear worm. European corn
borer overwinters locally and the population can be reduced by winter cold,
especially in years with little snow cover.
But some will still survive to infest subsequent corn plantings. The population
of European corn borer that affects your
crop this year was primarily exposed to
the chemistries you used last year.
In contrast, corn ear worm overwinters

starting in southern Ohio and a number
of generations are exposed to products to
which they can develop resistance before
they get to your crop. It is possible the
products you used last year that worked
well may work poorly this year.
An example for disease is downy mildew and Alternaria leaf spot of cucumber. Alternaria leaf spot overwinters in
plant debris and is in your field waiting
for you to plant a susceptible crop.
According to Michigan State University
Extension recommendations, the first steps
in controlling Alternaria leaf spot is practicing good crop rotation, followed with
good rotation of pesticide chemistries.
However, downy mildew is an obligate
parasite, which requires live tissue for

survival, so it completely dies out on your
site and must come back from southern
locations or greenhouse situations where
it may have been exposed to several
applications of a control product.
Even if you have not used that particular product at your location to control
downy mildew, the pathogen may have
already developed resistance through
exposure prior to arriving on your farm.
Know the lifecycles of your pests, continue chemistry rotation, and don’t expect
products that worked last year to work this
year on pests that have lengthy migrations.
Goldy is with Michigan State
University Extension.
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Plant
Pronto!

Model 260 and 360
seed tenders

The Killbros® SeedVeyor® tenders provide
growers the advantages of cost-effective time
and labor efficiency by delivering bulk seed
directly to your planter or drill.
SeedVeyor Models 260/360
• Dual-compartment boxes available in
260- and 360-seed-unit capacities
• Steep-sloped sidewalls for fast and
complete unloading
• 18’ steel conveyor with standard
winch-controlled height adjustability
(optional electric winch) 5’ telescoping
downspout reaches up to 30’
• 180° conveyor swing
SeedVeyor Model 102 Bulk Box Carrier
• Dual seedboxes with total of 100-seedunit capacity
• Choice of auger or conveyor unloading
system
• 18’ steel tube with 4’– 6’ telescoping
downspout reaches up to 30’
• More than 4’ height adjustability with
optional electric lift/lower
Model 102 Bulk Box Carrier

To learn more about the Killbros SeedVeyor
tenders, see your nearest Killbros dealer or
visit our website at Killbrosequip.com.

P.O. Box 357 • Kalida, Ohio 45853 • (419) 532.3121
unverferth.com
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Modern corn hybrids offer flexibility in N applications
Modern corn hybrids produce more
plant material and take up, on average,
the same amount of nitrogen as earlier
varieties, in spite of being more crowded
and having less nitrogen available per
plant, a Purdue University review finds.
In an analysis of 86 field experiments,
agronomists found that corn hybrids
released after 1990 prove more resilient
than their predecessors in multiple ways.
Modern hybrids maintain per-plant yield
in environments with low nitrogen, can
bounce back from mid-season stress
and have an improved ability to take up
nitrogen after silking, even if they suffered
from nitrogen deficiency during flowering.
The study suggests reserving a portion
of nitrogen fertilizer to apply later in the
season could be a good bet for growers,
said Tony Vyn, professor of agronomy.
“This is like insurance,” he said. “Previously, withholding some of your nitrogen for later could be perceived as a risky venture - you
don’t want to inadvertently cause nitrogen
deficiency. But this paper suggests that with
modern hybrids, that risk is lower.”
Nitrogen is an essential building block
of plant proteins and plays a vital role in
boosting grain yields. It’s also notoriously

mobile, said Sarah Mueller, doctoral student
in agronomy and first author of the study.
“Once that nitrogen is in the soil, you
start losing it,” she said.
Growers want to keep the costly fertilizer in their fields and crops and prevent the
loss of excess nitrogen to the atmosphere
and water systems where it can cause
environmental damage. But synchronizing
nitrogen applications with plants’ nitrogen
uptake remains a challenge.
Mueller and Vyn’s review offers valuable
insights into how modern corn hybrids
differ from pre-1990 varieties in their
uptake of nitrogen and response to nitrogen deficiencies. Understanding these
differences can help growers improve
corn yields by maximizing nitrogen accumulation and applying nitrogen fertilizers
more efficiently.
The study showed modern hybrids do
more with less: They maintain grain yield
on a per plant basis even when planted at
higher densities than their predecessors
- an average of 30,000 plants per acre
compared with 20,000 - and despite average nitrogen fertilizer application rates
remaining the same.
“These plants are able to maintain yield

in the face of plant density stress and
nitrogen stress,” Mueller said. “That’s
pretty impressive and speaks to the overall
resilience gains of modern hybrids.”
The research also shows modern hybrids take up a substantial amount of new
nitrogen as their grain develops. Modern
corn hybrids take up about 36 percent of

their total nitrogen after silking, compared
with about 30 percent in older hybrids.
This late-season nitrogen uptake raises
questions about whether splitting nitrogen fertilizer applications—rather than
applying once early in the season—is a
viable option for growers.

Agronomy doctoral student Sarah Mueller studies how modern corn
hybrids respond to nitrogen stress. Photo by Tom Campbell, Purdue
Agricultural Communication.
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Erected Prices Available
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Adam Linnemeier
Dick Pershinske
Fort Wayne, IN 260-710-7646 Engadine Feed & Supply
Samuel Eicher
Engadine, MI 906-477-6273
Grabill, IN 260-416-7951 Clarksville Feed Store LLC
John A Schwartz
Clarksville, MI 616-693-2777
Hamilton, IN 262-488-2560
Jim Birgy
Ed Bowman
Birgy's Farm
Kirklin, IN 765-336-4385 Fife Lake, MI 231-357-7467
Melvin Helmuth
Cushman Creek Supply
Beech Road Seeds
Holton, MI 231-924-7014
Nappanee, IN
Timberline Seed & Sales
574-773-7717 VM only
Homer, MI
Tom Moneyheffer
517-568-7363 Caller ID Only
Nutritional Blending Inc.
Eric Egeler
New Paris, IN 800-285-0796 Cushman Creek Supply
Dan & Andy Pitstick Ludington, MI 231-239-9961
Pitstick Farms
Kurt Cobb
Otterbein, IN 219-869-0532
Ulrich Farms
Elmer Martin Tippy Millington ,MI 989-871-2314
River Seeds
Country Feed Supply
Rochester ,IN 574-223-6007 Mio ,MI 989-826-2305
Larry Yoder
Michigan Livestock Serv.
Townline Seed Supply
Ovid ,MI 989-834-2661
Shipshewana, IN
Larry Bonnell
260-768-4561
Bonnell Farms
Lamar Weaver
Pittsford ,MI 517-523-2738
Sunrise Seeds Plus LLC
Travis Miller
Topeka, IN
Miller Feeds Inc.
260-463-0380 VM only
Prescott, MI 989-345-1753
Leon Stanley
Kevin Todd
Pine Ridge Farm
Country Vet Supply
Barryton, MI 989-382-5415 Reed City ,MI 231-832-5510
William Brenneman
Ken Langmesser
Shady Lane Seeds
Saint Clair ,MI 810-329-3067
Blanchard, MI
Earl Burkholder
Scott Peters
Cedar Lake Farms
Dover Road Seeds
Sheridan ,MI 989-261-3023
Burt, MI 989-574-7476
Miller Feed LLC
Sam Gebhardt
Spruce, MI 989-471-5523
Cedar Springs Mill & Sup.
Kevin Rush
Cedar Springs, MI
Stanton, MI 989-831-5185
616-485-5089
Jacob Hershberger
Jeremy Droscha
Stanwood, MI
Hillcrest Organics
John Keinath
Charlotte, MI 517-712-1639 Keinath Brothers Dairy
Carl Reimann
Vassar, MI 989-327-2262
Cheboygan, MI 231-420-8170
Elgin Darling
James Miller
Darling Farms LLC
Dover Road Seeds
Willis, MI 734-587-3466
Clare, MI 989-386-7361 VM only
Tom Dykstra
Gary Martin
Zeeland, MI 616-218-9987
Decker, MI 810-404-9115
Steve Shattuck
Cushman Creek Supply
Grant, MI 616-481-1499
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Contact your local Dairyland Seed dealer for more info:

dairyland seed
putting
farmers first
since 1907

ALLEGAN CO.
Craig & Linda
Newland
269.377.2638
Tony Brush
616.836.5899

IONIA CO.
Bill Martin, DSM
989.225.6626

Floyd Modreske
269.792.9419

IOSCO CO.
Kelby Ruckle
989.240.0098

ANTRIM CO.
Ellsworth Farmers
Exchange
231.588.2300

JACKSON CO.
Jeff & Julie
Alexander
517.740.9981

BRANCH CO.
John Sherman, Jr.
517.712.4959

Katz Farms LLC
517.206.1395

CALHOUN CO.
Josh Stults
269.209.1705
CASS CO.
Terry Ausra
269.591.9776

•
•
•
•
•

High Yielding Corn Genetics
Top Performing Soybeans
Industry Leading Alfalfa
Highly Digestible Forage Silage Hybrids
2% cash discount until April 15th

CLARE CO.
Johnston Elevator
989.386.7271

KENT CO.
Dave Wolfe
616.893.4949
LAKE CO.
Kevin Todd
231.832.5510
LAPEER CO.
Joel Ruczynski
586.634.4562
David Ruczynski
248.670.1173

GENESEE CO.
Bradley Morey
248.431.8172

Greg Gooch
586.531.4347

GLADWIN CO.
Randy Sheehan
989.750.5191
HILLSDALE CO.
Mark Wiley
269.569.0955

Dauer Farms
517.398.1644
HURON CO.
Robert Krohn
989.551.4147
Tom Horetski
989.551.7685

©2016 Dairyland Seed Co., Inc. All rights reserved. ®Dairyland Seed and the Dairyland Seed logo are trademarks of
The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow. Dairyland Seed is a seed affiliate of Dow AgroSciences.

KALAMAZOO CO.
Kevin
Schulte, DSM
269.303.5469

EATON CO.
Vaughn Buchholz
517.256.3308

Cliff Fether
517.262.3853

www.dairylandseed.com // 800.236.0163

ISABELLA CO.
Randy Recker
989.330.8871

BAY CO.
G & R Van
Driessche Farms
989.415.6271

John Shilling
517.639.4194

Give us a call for your spring seed needs!

INGHAM CO.
Todd Benjamin
517.749.9101

Christopher
Messing
989.553.6442
Tim Asmondy, DSM
989.963.9025

LENAWEE CO.
Dave Dickerson
517.260.0311
Ag Alliance LLC
517.759.0630
MACOMB CO.
Joel Ruczynski
586.634.4562
David Ruczynski
248.670.1173
MANISTEE CO.
Ted Brown
231.690.0200

MISSAUKEE CO.
Falmouth
Cooperative
231.826.3301
MONROE CO.
Ralph Nartker
419.309.7025
Bill & Greg
Stumpmier
734.782.2638
MONTCALM CO.
Greg Koehn
989.330.3139
MONTMORENCY CO.
Hardies Seed
& Ag Supply
989.742.7715
OCEANA CO.
Kip Cole
231.893.1439
OTTAWA CO.
Ed & Jerry
Poortenga
616.896.9119
Hoekstra Bros
Farms
616.896.7864
SAGINAW CO.
Leon Pickelmann
989.385.3819
SAINT CLAIR CO.
Greg Gooch
586.531.4347
Joel Ruczynski
586.634.4562
David Ruczynski
248.670.1173
SANILAC CO.
Joel Ruczynski
586.634.4562
David Ruczynski
248.670.1173
SHIAWASSEE CO.
Garry Adams
989.277.5364
Michael Benjamin
517.719.4437
Levi Martindale
989.666.4196

MASON CO.
Freeman Creek
Farms
231.464.5155

WASHTENAW CO.
James Bristle
734.915.0052

MECOSTA CO.
Pete Peterson
231.349.4442

Grant Reiff, DSM
574.870.8226
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Want to improve nitrogen efficiency? Consider split application

CONTINUED from page 4

“These fundamental genetic changes
could give us the opportunity for more
flexibility in timing nitrogen applications,” Vyn said. “We’re researching this
further because there could be gains in
nitrogen fertilizer efficiency that could
improve corn productivity and benefit
the environment.”
Vyn and Mueller cautioned that growers shouldn’t shortchange their nitrogen
applications, trusting modern hybrids to
recuperate, but rather think about how
reserving some nitrogen for later might
prove advantageous in both optimum and
adverse growing conditions.
Forty-three percent of the experiments
analyzed were in the United States, and
32 percent were in China, with the remainder spread across the globe.
The paper was published in Frontiers
in Plant Science and is available at http://
tinyurl.com/jd6p9ra.
Source: Purdue University. Mueller’s
work was funded by an Indiana
Corn Marketing Council Graduate
Student Research Assistantship.

While farmers traditionally attempt to
maximize return on investment, 2016
may be the year to rethink your nitrogen
management plans on corn. One company leading that discussion is backing
up that assertion with some impressive
yield data comparisons showing the
advantages of split N applications.
Citing the late season nitrogen demands of corn at tasseling, 360 Yield
Center’s Y-DROP® application system
places liquid nitrogen at the base of
the corn plant—directly above the
root mass. Moisture—a heavy dew or
light shower—moves the nitrogen into
the soil for rapid uptake and minimal
denitrification.
Coulter systems put a band of nitrogen 10 to 15 inches from the root mass.
That slows uptake and increases risk of
loss without a significant rain. In 2015
field tests, 360 Y-DROP applications
showed a 10-bushel yield improvement
over coulter application systems.
Company founder and President,
Gregg Sauder, said that as farmer
himself, he understands how important
a good crop is and how devastating a

difficult season can be to a family.
“That’s why we continually seek
opportunities for farmers to get the
most out of their fields first by starting
Precision Planting, and now with 360
Yield Center,” he said.
The golden days of one-and-done N
application are over, Sauder said, referring to the traditional practice of putting
down 200 lbs. of N early to let it run its
course. One big rain event could leach it
away and be the difference between a
good year and a great year.
Utilizing a Base-plus approach, 360
Yield Center’s new products help
corn growers to precisely manage N
availability by testing mid-season and
applying more N where and when it’s
needed. Applying a base rate of N
either through anhydrous or as liquid at
planting will ensures corn gets off to a
great start, but saves the remaining N
supply for later in the season.
360 Yield Center research indicates
that corn uses almost 75 percent of its
overall N needs after V10—meaning
if you run out of N after pollination,
growth will shut down, ears will be

shorter and grain fill will suffer. Y-DROP
allows you to side dress in taller corn.
Most side dress applicator bars have
much more vertical clearance than the
coulter system permits. So instead of
being limited to V4 applications, you can
stretch the season and gain the benefits
that come from later season applications—well into V6 or higher with
commercial applicators.
The 360 Y-DROP base unit is versatile.
Adjustable wings allow you to quickly
move from 15-inch to 30-inch rows.
And, a choice of fixed orifices or variable
rate nozzles give you a wide range of
volumes or variable rate application.
The 360 Y-DROP Side dress system is
a simple retrofit to your current coulter
bar. A u-bolt mount system is designed
for most coulter bar sizes: 4x6, 5x7,
6x4, 6x6, 7x5, 7x7. And, just swap
supply hoses from your coulter system
over to the quick connect fittings on
the 360 Y-DROP Side dress splitter.
One supply hose feeds both sides of
the 360 Y-DROP base.
Source: 360 Yield Center

BETTER NITROGEN UTILIZATION
STARTS HERE
Margins are tight. To maximize proﬁt, you need to better
monitor and manage nutrients all season. 360 Yield Center
gives you the tools that make that possible.

THE BUSY SEASON IS QUICKLY APPROACHING!

MAKE SURE ALL OF YOUR EQUIPMENT IS READY
BEFORE THE WORK STARTS POURING IN!

,"-".";00t(3"/%3"1*%4t4"(*/"8t-*70/*"t$)&45&3'*&-%
1"354t4&37*$&t4"-&4t3&/5"WWW.CARLETONEQUIPMENT.COM
TOLL FREE: 888-380-6420

360 SOILSCAN™ gives you in-ﬁeld nitrate
analysis and application plans in minutes. Test
your soil any time and make the right decisions.

360 Y-DROP® extends your application window
- so you can apply N from V6 all the way up to VT.
And, so you can capture more yield potential.

WHAT IF YOU COULD MAKE YOUR NITROGEN GO FURTHER?
Corn uses almost 75% of its needed nitrogen after V101. A one-and-done approach to N management
might leave your N tank empty with time left in the season.

Give your crop what it needs all season. Call or visit your 360 Yield Center
dealer for tools that help you gain control for better-performing crops and
better on-farm proﬁts.
PM Precision Planting Services Inc.
www.PMPrecisionPlanting.com
517-230-2824
4557 N. Wheaton Rd. - Charlotte, MI - 48813

360YIELDCENTER.COM
1. Data on ﬁle.
All trademarks are the property of 360 Yield Center, its affiliates and/or its
licensors. ©2016 360 Yield Center. All rights reserved. YCD16008-2
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Not-so-secret management tips for high-yield soybean growers

“Regional climatic conditions make
response to early planting much less
consistent,” Poston said. “In Arkansas,
Louisiana and Mississippi, where soil
temperatures are warmer compared to
more northern latitudes, an almost linear
decrease in soybean yield from April to
later dates generally occurs. In Missouri,

Effect of planting date on yield

• Soils are too wet.
• Planting conflicts with planting of other
crops.
• Harvest timing conflicts with other crops.
• Diseases such as SDS threaten to hurt
yields.
• Grower mindsets are geared toward
tradition planting dates.
Source: DuPont Pioneer

Effect of planting date on yield by region
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WI, MI, MN
Soybean Yield (Bu/A)

Regional differences

growth and reproduction.
Yields in Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky
tend to stay higher even when planting
well into June. Keep in mind that areas
prone to sudden death syndrome (SDS)
may suffer more incidence of the disease with early planting. However, large
advances in new seed treatment technologies support earlier planting.
Here are the most common constraints
to early planting:
• Soils are too cold.

Illinois and Iowa, the trend is similar, but
the rate of decline with later planting
dates slower: Noticeable yield differences
don’t occur until late May.”
Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota
must deal with a shorter growing season
(and plant very early maturity groups),
resulting in dramatic reductions in yield
with later plantings. The short growing
season means late planting can have a
more detrimental effect on yield: It limits
the number of days providing light for

Soybean Yield (Bu/A)

Choosing when to start planting may
be one of the most important decisions
soybean growers make each year.
In general, planting earlier than tradition sets the crop up for higher yields.
Unfortunately, no two years are the same:
Planting early offers potential rewards and
potential risks.
“Planting date is key,” said Dan Poston,
DuPont Pioneer agronomy research manager in the southern U.S. “The effect is
real and demonstrable.”
Data from DuPont Pioneer Product
Knowledge Plots from 1996 to 2012
show yields trend higher with April
plantings then decline progressively with
later planting dates. However, geography
makes a difference: The farther north your
location, the more risk with early planting.

19-Apr

9-May

28-May

18-Jun

8-Jul

28-Jul

17-Aug

Soybean Planting Date

Figure based on DuPont Pioneer U.S. plot data from 1996-2012.

Farm Bureau Insurance agents
understand there are many
moments in our lives.
Promising beginnings and
joyous celebrations …
Personal accomplishments and
the pride of ownership …
Day-to-day life with its
unpredictable ups and downs …
And…perhaps the best moments
of all…the love and security of
home and family.

That’s why we’re here to protect
all of your life moments
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Tips for managing early-season planting
If weather permits, it’s tempting to
plant early. If that opportunity occurs,
remember to choose the best planting
date, prioritize fields, select stress-tolerant
hybrids and consider seed treatment options, says an expert at Pioneer Hi-Bred.
As farm sizes increase, more and more
growers look to earlier planting to get
all their acres done in time. Imad Saab, a
Pioneer research scientist, said early-planted corn also may gain a head start on
the flowering stage—potentially avoiding
drought—as well as provide growers
the chance to harvest and dry the crop
sooner. Early planting carries an increased
risk of stand loss due to the potential for
damaging frosts and cold snaps in early
spring, which can even require replanting.
“To help growers manage early-season
risks like cold weather conditions or cooler, wetter soils from substantial residue,
Pioneer provides stress emergence scores
and high residue suitability scores for all
hybrids offered in North America,” Saab
said. “Choosing hybrids with higher
scores for these traits helps reduce genetic
vulnerability to stress brought on by cold
soils and high residue environments.”
Pioneer scores each hybrid with a

stress emergence rating, developed
from years of testing in a wide array of
stress environments.
“The company applies very extensive
research from the field and lab to develop
the hybrids growers are asking for,” Saab
said. “Our research locations include sandy
fields that can be planted ultra-early as
well as no-till, corn-on-corn fields with
heavy residue and very challenging seedbeds. We’re always chasing stressful conditions to push those hybrids to the limits
and beyond with expanded field testing.”
Hybrids assigned high-stress emergence
ratings show superior potential for stand
establishment and uniformity under stress
compared to other Pioneer(R) brand
hybrids. Besides extensive field testing, the
company uses industry-leading lab tests
and molecular breeding technologies to
develop superior stress emergence hybrids.
“Pioneer breeders draw from highly
efficient and predictive laboratory tests to
evaluate tens of thousands of potential
hybrids very early in the development
stage,” Saab said. “Using proprietary
molecular marker technologies, breeders
identify and select regions in the corn
genome linked to superior, native genes.”

Early plantings may require different hybrids that withstand stressful conditions.

Stress emergence scores of six to nine
indicate above-average performance; five
indicates average performance; and one
to four indicates below-average performance to establish normal stands under
stress conditions.
“I suggest growers diversify their port-

folios and maintain realistic expectations,”
Saab said. “A strong stress emergence
rating, say a seven, isn’t completely foolproof. Corn is still sensitive to cold.”
Finding the right planting date plays
See EARLY PLANTING, page 15

IT'S OBVIOUS. VALLEY MACHINES
ARE JUST BETTER.
®

It’s time to take a closer look at a Valley®. You’ll see
the original is still the best. Valley machines are
engineered and manufactured to be an investment
worthy of even your demanding operation.

valleyirrigation.com/promise

Pelletized Poultry Fertilizer
Spreads easily w/lime spreading equip.
Suitable for organic farming
Superior alternative to chemical fertilizers

Michigan Valley Irrigation

Michigan Valley Irrigation

(989) 673-6741

(989) 762-5028

4802 W. Caro Rd.
Vassar, MI 48768

2071 E. Main Street
McBride, MI 48852

Michigan Valley Irrigation
14265 Beadle Lake Rd
Battle Creek, MI 49014

(269) 565-4426

Stimulates soil health & improves crop production
Excellent source of slow-releasing nitrogen.
Contains 80-60-40 NPK per ton.

Herbruck Poultry Ranch, Inc.

Brian Geerlings, Fertilizer Sales Manager
Office (616) 642-9421 • Cell (616) 902-2025

www.herbrucks.com
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What is the optimum N rate for wheat?
BY MARTIN NAGELKIRK

Growers are making plans for topdressing wheat with nitrogen. Predicting optimum nitrogen rate is difficult, but there
are considerations that may help growers
arrive at a reasonable estimate.
Wheat responds to nitrogen (N) more
than any other nutrient. However, the
optimum rate and application timing of N
in any given season can be highly variable.
This is due, once again, to the unpredictable nature of weather. Not only does
weather, particularly rainfall amounts,
affect the extent to which the crop can
utilize N, but it also effects the amount of
N the soil is able to retain for the crop’s
use. The other reality that weighs-in this
season is commodity prices have weakened considerably and, consequently,
the cost effectiveness and use rate of all
inputs need to be re-evaluated.
Michigan State University Extension’s
“Nutrient Recommendations for Field
Crops in Michigan” (E2904) recommends
the following formula for N rates for
wheat: N pounds per acre = (1.33 x yield
potential) - 13. In this formula, the total N
recommendation includes any N applied
in fall at seeding. For example, in a field

having a yield potential of 80 bushels per
acre, one would apply 93 pounds per acre
of N [(1.33 x 80 bushels)-13]. If 20 pounds
was applied at seeding, the remaining 73
pounds would be applied in spring.
For growers using 10 pounds per acre
of N or less in fall, this recommendation
roughly translates to springtime use rates
of 1.0 to 1.1 pounds per acre of actual
N for every bushel of potential yield. For
fields that deliver relatively low grain yields,
the 1.0 pounds per acre may be sufficient,
whereas fields with high historical yields
may benefit from the 1.1 ratio. The figure
provided is to simply illustrate an example
of the difference in yield response to N.
A 1.0 ratio of N pounds per acre: bushels
per acre best approximated the optimum
N rate for the poorly drained site in 2014,
and a 1.1 ratio for the 2015 site with its
inherently higher yield potential.
Before settling on a specific N rate,
growers might fine-tune their actual rate
based on other considerations:
1. Fertilizer N rates can be reduced where
other sources contribute to the N
supply. Examples might include where
manure was applied or where soil contains a high level of organic matter.

2. Reduction in wheat prices should place
a constraint on N rates. With intensive
wheat management, yields tend to
increase with additions of fertilizer N.
However, the return on investment is
curtailed as N rates increase. As an example—and to over-simplify—if wheat
is worth $4.20 per bushel and the
cost of N per pound is $0.42, then a
grower would need to achieve at least
1 bushel of grain for every additional
10 pounds of N.
3. A wheat crop that is not protected
from leaf diseases is more apt to have
a lower wheat yield and, therefore, a
lower requirement for N.
4. To minimize the risk of lodging,
growers would do well to particularly
avoid excessive N rates in those fields
that achieved an abundance of growth
last fall. Fields that are most prone to
lodging are those that were planted
relatively early or a high seeding rate
was used.
5. Growers should avoid spreading on
frozen ground as it is environmentally
unsound and can lead to significant N
loss. An option following soil thaw is to
apply N when morning temperatures

dip down to temporarily freeze the soil
surface to the extent that it can support
equipment traffic. This scenario usually
allows the nutrient to settle within the
soil once the temperatures warm later
in the day. An early application is most
appropriate where wheat stands are
thin or showing poor vigor following
the winter months.
6. Where early spring stands are relatively
strong and dense, delaying N fertilization until a couple of weeks following
green-up or even until full-tillering may
lead to greater use efficiency. This timing may avoid the saturated soil conditions and N loss that often occur with
earlier applications. In central Michigan, this timing often falls between
mid- and late April. This practice can
especially work for those that choose to
apply all N in a single application.
In time, additional field research should
help to better predict optimum N rates
for individual Michigan wheat fields. Until
then, growers might consider conducting
some field trials in their own fields comparing various rates of N.
Nagelkirk is with Michigan State
University Extension.

Solutions Built on Trust
(and You Get the Credit)

F

armers need equipment, seed, storage and other supplies to
run their farms. Lenders and creditors extend the funds. All
stand to gain.

These daily transactions are built on trust. But when either side
wavers, trust and prudent business practice are put at risk. This is
especially true when farmers and creditors become adversaries.
Fortunately, they can mediate. They can work together to develop
their own solutions, aided by a neutral facilitator. The facilitator
helps them generate options, but the farmer and creditor make the
decisions. When they find a solution they both can accept, they
sign an agreement ending their dispute.
No hearings. No courts.

And no cost for qualified cases through the Michigan Agricultural
Mediation Program (MAMP). The MAMP is a federally funded
program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The program saves
farmers and creditors time, money and stress.
More important, it helps them keep their business relationships
intact. That’s good for producers and their farms. That’s also good for
creditors and their bottom lines. For further information, contact:

Michigan Agricultural
Mediation Program
616-774-0121
www.agmediation.org
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TOP
10
PRESEASON PLANTER TIPS
Go through this quick checklist before you start planting this spring.

1. Level the Planter. Check the hitch
height. The tractor hitch height
may vary due to the tractor tire
size, tractor manufacturer, and the
type of planter (Draw bar vs. 2 pt
hitch). Refer to the planter operator’s
manual for set up. Make sure the
planter’s tool bar is level (vertically) or
running slightly up hill. When planters
tip down, coulters run too deep and
closing wheels run too shallow.
2. Check Bushings and Parallel Linkage.
Worn bushings increase row bounce
which increases seed bounce. Stand
behind the row unit and wiggle it up
and down and back and forth checking to make sure bushings are tight.
3. Drive System. Check every chain.
Kinked chains cause shock and vibration in the meter. Start with fresh,
lubricated chains and check them daily. Include transmission chains, meter
drive chains and insecticide box chains.
4. Calibrate Corn Meters. Calibrated meters can help add six or more
bushels per acre. On finger units check
brushes, fingers, springs, back plates
and seed belts for wear. On air or vacuum planters check brushes, gaskets
and disks or drums for cracks or wear.
Replace all worn parts. A good cleaning
will also help improve performance. It
is recommended having finger units set
on a MeterMax¹ planter stand.
5. Double Disk Openers and Depth
Wheels. Test to make sure there is
good contact between the double
disks. Slide a business card from the
top down along the front of the disks
until the card won’t lower any further.
Mark that spot with chalk. Then, take
the card from the back and slide it
forward until it stops. Mark that spot

and measure the distance between
the two marks. If it is less than two
inches, reship or replace the disks. In
general, the disks must be replaced
when they lose 1/2 inches in diameter.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Depth wheels—check rubber tires for
cracks and wear. Wheels should run
tight against double disk openers to
ensure seed furrow does not collapse.
Reduced inner diameter gauge wheels
help to reduce sidewall compaction in
wetter conditions such as reduced or
no-till.
Seed Tubes. Inspect seed tubes for
wear at the bottom. If the tubes have
a small dog ear flap on the left side of
the seed tube, replace them.
Closing Wheel System. Consider an
alternative to rubber closing wheels.
For cool, moist planting conditions,
take a look at running one spike
wheel (15 inches) and one rubber
wheel (13 inches). The spike wheel
can help chop the sidewall improving
fracturing and sealing in the tough
soil conditions. For no-till, an even
more aggressive approach may improve trench closing. Two 13” spike
wheels with a drag chain provide the
most aggressive action.
Closing Wheel Alignment. With your
planter sitting on concrete, pull ahead
about 5 feet. Look at the mark left
behind the planter by the double disk
openers. The mark should run right
down the centerline between closing
wheels. If a closing wheel is running
too close to the mark, adjust the closing wheels to bring it back to center.
Row Cleaners. With higher levels
of residue and more corn-on-corn,
almost any planter can benefit from

turn sporadically, especially through
well-adjusted row cleaners. Row
areas of thick residue.
cleaners sweep residue from the row,
warming the soil around the seed
10. Get Organized. Have your Crop Field
trench, reducing wicking and seedling
Plans by hybrid/variety and populablight. Make sure row cleaners gently
tions organized; seed ready, planter
sweep residue—you don’t want to
monitors working/programmed and
move soil, just residue. Watch the
tractors/tenders in tune.
row cleaners running. They shouldn’t
DuPont Pioneer
turn
constantly.
Theyad.qxp_Layout
should gently1 1/25/16Source:
Fertilizer
Applicators
8:45 AM Page 1

Fertilizer Applicators
Choose either 1050 or 1250
gallon Pull Type Fertilizer
Applicator or,
3 Point 40' or
60' Tool Bar

Certified

Fertilizer Applicators

Features
• Hydraulic down pressure
to keep coulters in the
ground. Down pressure
can easily be adjusted
without the use of tools.
• Double bar (5x7) design
provides maximum
strength.

Phone: 1-800-543-3626 • Fax: 1-800-845-6420
View all our products on the web at: www.demco-products.com

Doing 0ur Best to Provide You the Best
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7980 Pratt Lake Rd. • Alto, MI 49302

Growers, beekeepers take CARE of crops and bees
When it comes to bee health, constant
communication between growers and
beekeepers is a priority. Bayer’s CARE
Program, now in its fourth year, educates
each group during planting season about
the importance of working together to
protect these vital insect pollinators.
Heading into the spring planting season, the CARE Program encourages dialog
between growers and beekeepers and
reminds growers to:
• Communicate planting activities to
neighboring beekeepers when practical
and be aware of beehives adjacent to
the planting area;
• Be Aware of wind speed and direction
during planting, particularly in areas
with flowering crops;
• Reduce risk to pollinators by using
Fluency Agent, a planter seed lubricant
for corn and soybeans; and
• Ensure seed is planted correctly. To help
protect the environment, clean planters
and seed boxes in a way to minimize
dust release and ensure treated seed is
planted at the proper depth.
Since CARE’s inception several years ago,
growers have increasingly maintained open
channels of communication with their local
beekeepers, making sure to notify them

when applying crop protection products.
This increased mindfulness by America’s
growers is playing a role in the steady rise
of the number of honey bee colonies in
the U.S. over the past decade, reaching
2.74 million colonies in 2014.
CARE is just one of the programs Bayer
has implemented to promote sustainable
agriculture to growers and other industry
stakeholders. The Bayer Bee Care Program
also educates growers about the various
ways they can help bees thrive. Its Feed a
Bee initiative, for example, promotes the
importance of establishing more diverse
habitat for bees and other pollinators.
Through the initiative, dozens of growers
and farming operations have dedicated
thousands of acres of farmland to plant
additional bee habitat.
“Bee health experts agree that lack of
adequate forage and nutrition is one of the
major factors affecting honey bees today,”
said Dr. Becky Langer, manager of the
North American Bee Care Program. “Feed
a Bee encourages everyone, from individuals to large corporations to growers, to do
their part to help bees, and the CARE Program helps to highlight another important
way growers can help pollinators.”
Source: Bayer

(616) 868-6195
FAX (616) 868-6196
www.zookfarmequipment.com

Zook

Farm Equipment
Grain Handling Equipment

GRAIN SYSTEMS, INC.
GSI is the world’s largest manufacturer of steel farm grain bins, commercial storage grain bins and grain
silos. In addition, we offer the most technologically advanced grain dryers in the industry and a large selection
of material handling systems including grain bin sweeps, grain spreaders, chain loop systems, bucket
elevators, chain conveyors, enclosed belt conveyors, support
towers and catwalks. One source for all your grain storage, grain
drying, grain conditioning and material handling needs!

Your Full Service GSI Dealer
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GENTL-FLOW

We have a full line of Honeyville grain handling and dust collection equipment engineered for ag applications.

Bulkfeed Tanks In Stock &
Ready To Go.
®
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LOWRY MANUFACTURING

designs & builds structural stands to support many
brands of round hopper bins.
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VT Plus was developed with input from producers’
issues on competitive tools they were using. Ability to
anchor residue, shallow working depths, mixes more soil,
better weed kill across the machine, and the ability to level
small ruts left by the previous operation are a few of the
points that the Landoll VT Plus was designed to address.
The smooth blades allow the unit to work in wetter conditions
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used by the competitors. Available in 14’ through 49’ working
widths, the Landoll VT Plus is another new product from
Landoll… The Company Who Knows You Best.

DORR
BURNIPS EQUIPMENT CO.
616-896-9190
burnips.com

DOWAGIAC
AUSRA EQUIPMENT
269-782-7178

LITCHFIELD
WELLS EQUIPMENT SALES
517-542-2376

Full Line
Grain System
Erectors,
Millwrights,
Electricians &
Crane Service

Hopper Tanks
In Stock.

Call for a quote on

Fully-stocked Service Fleet

Catwalk
Super Structures &
Towers.

Zook Farm Equipment is your leading tower & portable dryer service provider in
n
We offer a full electrical service department with a master electrician
certified in GSI and Zimmerman Tower Dryer service. We carry most
parts and have a fully stocked service truck.
We specialize in pre-season/post-season maintenance, general
inspections, relocations and installations.
Used dryers available,
call for details.

Dayton & Baldor Motors, most
hp & phase models in stock.

For More Info Call Rich Zook (616) 868-6195 Or David Draisma (616) 437-1343
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Seedbed preparation for your best crop
BY JIM BOERSMA

• Under dry conditions the use of a packer/roller may help improve seed-to-soil
Seedbed preparation sets the stage for
contact and germination.
optimal growth and development through• Select hybrids with above-average
out the growing season and ultimately has
stress emergence scores for earliest
a major impact on yield potential.
planting dates.
The following soil test is a quick method to help gauge if soil is ready for spring
• Wait until soils reach a minimum of 50
tillage and seedbed preparation.
degrees at the 2-inch depth prior to
Take your trowel and dig down 2 to
starting planting.
4 inches into the seedSoil moisture conditions
bed. Grasp a handful of
can change between the
soil from the trowel and
time the seedbed is presqueeze it. Soils are too
pared and planting begins
wet for spring tillage if any
in the field. If soils become
of the following are true:
wet, be patient and allow
• Does it feel tacky?
them to dry out.
• Can you make a ball that
Try to work fields as
sticks together?
close to planting operations as possible. Planting
• Does it form a ribbon
into wetter soils or working
when squeezed between
soils too wet will cause
your thumb and forefin“ribbon” soil
sidewall compaction from
ger (as shown below)?
the disk openers. This type
Soil should be dry
of compaction is frequentenough in the top 4 inches
ly the cause of uneven
that it cannot be formed
emergence. In addition,
into a ribbon with normal
this compacted soil creates
compression in your hand.
a compaction barrier that
Soils in proper condition
corn and soybean root
for seedbed preparation
systems will have difficulty
should crumble between
penetrating. This can reyour fingers. Soils that
duce moisture and nutrient
crumble easily are ready for
crumbled soil
uptake and yield potential.
spring tillage operations,
creating favorable tilth for early growth
Proper tire pressure
while minimizing soil compaction.
Compaction in the top 6 to 8 inches
is related to soil moisture conditions,
Improving seedbeds for optimum
inflation pressure (psi) and the total
yield potential
axle load of the equipment. One thing
• Evaluate every field for soil moisture
that can help prevent soil compaction is
conditions. Use the simple “ribbon”
ensuring that your equipment has proper
test to determine soil conditions and
tire pressure and counter-balance weight.
fitness for seedbed preparation.
Most new 4-wheel-drive tractors are
• Reduce compaction with proper tire
equipped
with radial tires that should be
inflation and counter weights for spring
inflated
to
8 to 10 psi.
tillage and planting equipment.

Potterville

578 East Main

Potterville, MI 48876

Toll Free (888) 769-8000






In-stock exchange units
Phone-in troubleshooting
Friendly, knowledgeable service
Distributor for heavy-duty starters
and alternators

Diesel Fuel
Injection Specialists
Since 1952

•

•
•

•

•

tires based on the manufacturer’s recommendations. Radial ply tires should
be inflated to 8 to 10 psi.
Always check the inflation pressure early in the morning before you go to the
field. For optimum performance check
and maintain tire inflation pressures at
least once every two weeks.
Use only low-pressure gauges to check
for inflation to obtain accurate readings.
Properly inflated (low pressure) radial
ply tires will also help reduce power
hop problems in most cases.
Remember that bias ply tires require
higher inflation pressures than similarly-sized radial ply tires. Serious tire
damage can occur from sidewall buckling if under-inflated.
Proper ballasting is necessary to obtain
optimum performance from your
tractor. The amount of ballast and the
proper split in weight between the front
and rear axle will depend on the type
of tractor, the type of implement and
soil conditions. Contact your dealer for
specific information for your equipment.

Boersma is a DuPont Pioneer Product
Agronomist.

A Solid Investment

ous.
ean
perly
In today’s economy, every day and every dollar is precious. Getting yourstem
crop planted and harvested on time may mean the difference between a
profitable year or a loss. A properly designed and installed water
management (drainage) system can help make this difference.
For 36 years we’ve been working with area farmers to help them
increase crop productivity, resulting in increased profitability.

“Quality Is Our Number One Priority.”

DIESEL EQUIPMENT
SALES & SERVICE, INC.
 Inspection and repair of fuel injection
equipment using state-of-the-art equipment
 Injector testing
 Genuine factory parts
 Factory-trained service technicians

A properly inflated radial tire will have
a wider base and will have a noticeable
“cheek”; showing in comparison to older
bias-belted tires, which were typically
inflated to pressures of 20 to 25 psi.
It is not uncommon for radial tires to
be overinflated to 20 to 25 psi because of
previous experience with older bias-belted
tires and the fact that a grower may not
be accustomed to the look of a properly
inflated radial tire.
Properly inflating tires will not only significantly improve the ride in the tractor and
improve fuel efficiency and pulling power,
but will also help prevent compaction.
For example, a tractor equipped with
18.4 R42 tires carrying an axle weight of
3,200 lbs would have a footprint area of
272 sq. inches when properly inflated at 8
psi. However, the same tire with an identical axle load would have a footprint area
of only 125 sq. inches when inflated to 24
psi. Proper tire inflation more than doubles
the footprint of the tire, spreading the load
of the tractor across a much larger surface,
thereby reducing compaction.
Consider these tips when getting your
tractor ready for spring operations:
• Check tire pressure and inflate your

St. Louis

1395 West Monroe
St. Louis, MI 48880

(989) 681-2320

• We will survey • Design system
• We will submit a written proposal
• GPS Mapping for customer

Call Dennis or Jim for a Free Consultation
of your water management needs.

WATER MANAGEMENT
SPECIALIST INC.
1596 S. College Rd. • Mason, MI 48854

(517) 628-8001
Cell - (517) 206-1245 or (517) 206-1243
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80 percent of wheat growers support marketing program
Michigan wheat producers have
approved a referendum to continue the
Michigan Wheat Program, Michigan
Department of Agriculture & Rural Development Director Jamie Clover Adams
announced today.
The purpose of the program is to
promote the profitable production,
marketing, and utilization of wheat on
behalf of Michigan producers. The program shall emphasize advancements in
wheat research; education; information
delivery, market development and industry-wide collaboration. Funding for this
program comes from the farmers who
grow the commodity. Funds go directly
to the Michigan Wheat Program and are
not taxpayer dollars.
The Michigan Wheat Program will
continue for an additional five years,

beginning Sept. 1, 2016, and ending Aug.
31, 2021. The current assessment rate is
one half of one percent (.5%) of value of
wheat sold.
A total of 1,052 valid ballots were cast
in the referendum. Of the 1,052 valid
ballots, 838 producers voted yes (80
percent), representing 9,141,543 bushels
of wheat (81 percent); and 214 producers voted no (20 percent), representing
2,100,104 (19 percent). For the program
to have been renewed, more than 50
percent of the producer votes cast, representing more than 50 percent of the total
number of bushels represented on the
cast ballots, must have approved it.
The program was established in
2011, and by law, must be renewed
every five years.
Source: MDARD

YOUR PLANTER CAN BE

AUTOMATED

THE RIGHT DOWN FORCE
IS A HIDDEN YIELD BOOSTER
Planting at depth, while maintaining a light row unit footprint in all
conditions, is challenging. With DeltaForce, each row senses and
adjusts down pressure, automatically and continuously,
rce, your
each planter
row senses and
so it’s always in the sweet spot. You can build
nd continuously,
of the future with the planter that’s in your shed today.
build your planter
ur shed today.

80 percent of wheat growers voted in favor of continuing Michigan’s wheat checkoff.
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$200 OFF $300 OFF
all full size Sportsman® ATVs
and ACE™ vehicles.

all full size RANGER®, RZR®
and Brutus® UTVs.

$300 OFF
all GEM® electric vehicles.
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riders age 16 and older. Always wear a helmet and be sure to get safety training. For safety
and training information, call the SVIA at (800) 887-2887, or Polaris at (800) 342-3764.
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weissequipment.com
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906-358-8888
www.headwaterspolaris.com
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TURE TODAY
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ALLEGAN
DROZD SEEDS
269-673-2779
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MARLETTE
TAYLOR AG SERVICES
989-553-4068
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CHARLOTTE
PM PRECISION PLANTING
SERVICES
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GREEN VALLEY
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Building soil organic matter on Upper Peninsula crop rotations
BY JIM ISLEIB

All of the buzz about soil health—benefits for crop production, how to improve
it, how to measure it—has left some
Michigan farmers wondering where they
fit into the discussion.
Two main practices stand out front and
center in the soil health discussion: no-till
or reduced tillage planting systems, and
inclusion of cover crops into rotations.
Many of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula
farmers are somewhat skeptical about the
practical application of these techniques
in their cropping systems because of short
growing seasons and the widespread
conviction that no-till “doesn’t work up
here.” To simplify the issue, a focus on soil
organic matter content may be helpful.
In February 2015, 57 Upper Peninsula
farmers and agriculture industry people
attended Michigan State University Extension cover crop educational meetings
held in four Upper Peninsula locations:
Rudyard, Chatham, Hancock and
Escanaba. Many of these farmers were
primarily livestock producers with main
crops of hay, pastures and occasional
small grains.
Feedback from attendees indicated farmers are interested in improving their soils,
but feel that currently promoted practices
focus on annual crop rotations and don’t
apply to their systems. After all, when your
rotation includes perhaps nine years of
perennial forage and one year with a small
grain, including a new hay seeding, you are
cover cropping as much as you could possibly be, right? And won’t that long-lasting
perennial hay or pasture result in a maximum of soil organic matter accumulation?
Don’t we have some information about
the results of no-till practices under Upper
Peninsula conditions? Well, yes we do,
but not from a controlled research project.
Soil organic matter tests have been
collected occasionally at the MSU Upper
Peninsula Research and Extension Center.
This was not done as part of a research
project, but rather in the course of normal
feed production for the Center’s cattle. The
following MSU soil test report information
is interesting. Keep in mind this is not a research project, just typical farm information:
• No-till management started in 1991.
• Typical rotation included corn, small
grain, alfalfa.
• Soil organic matter levels were not
measured until 1998.
• Average organic matter of 19 fields in
no-till rotation tested in 1998 was 3.3
percent.
• Average organic matter of 16 fields in

no-till. Across the region, the relatively short
no-till rotation tested in 2013 was 3.6
growing season limits use of cover crops as
percent.
a fall-seeded option following harvest. The
• Average organic matter of 12 fields in
alternative is to find economically practical
permanent hay (no rotation) since 1991
ways to include soil-building cover crops
tested in 2013 was 4.1 percent.
with good utility as forage in northern cropIt is logical to assume that the 4.1 perping rotations, and hopefully build up soil
cent organic matter may serve as a goal
organic matter depleted by tillage.
for those other fields that were under a
On clay soil areas in the Upper Peninsula,
conventional tillage system through 1991
many
perennial forage fields are harvested
and under no-till through 2013. The soil
as
a
combination
of hay and pasture.
organic matter averages suggest a trend
When
that
old
field
on untiled clay soil
of soil organic matter build-up amounting
gets
worked
up
for
a
new
small grain crop
to a 0.3 percent increase over 15 years
with
hay
seeding
underneath,
grazing can
(0.02 percent per year) between 1998
become
a
problem
for
the
following
season.
and 2013—slow but steady.
Hoof
action
from
cattle
can
damage
the
Using this data, the goal of 4.1 percent
new forage
organic matseeding until
ter might be
root developreached in
ment becomes
another 25
dense enough
years or so.
to support
This would
livestock under
be about 47
moist soil conyears after
ditions. Tillage
the implealso results in
mentation of
a loss of soil
no-till plantorganic matter
ing practices
through oxidain 1991.
tion.
Certainly not
Two Upper
a scientific
Peninsula
No-till practices may be practical in the Upper
analysis,
Peninsula after all.
farmers from
but puts
Ontonagon
the process
and Rudyard
into perspective for this type of cropping
are
approaching
this
issue
by
considering
system.
a no-till approach to re-establishing pasInterest in UP cover crops
ture on clay soil.
There is great interest across Michigan
A sequence of annual “cover crops”
agriculture in cover crops and their many
with known value for grazing will be nobenefits to soil health and crop productilled on a test area on both farms over
tion. Upper Peninsula farmers displayed
three years. Harvest will include carefully
their interest by turning out for cover crop
managed grazing and mechanical hay
educational meetings held by Michigan
harvest if necessary.
State University Extension in February
In spring of the third year, the final
2015. However, most of the cover crop
perennial forage seeding will be no-tilled,
research and available information relates
along with a small grain/forage pea
to annual crop rotations in areas with
mixture to provide midseason grazing.
longer growing seasons.
Soil organic matter and other soil health
In Michigan’s far north, cropping systems
measurements will be collected as the
often include long rotations of perenniproject moves along. This plan is meant
al forage broken by small grains. This is
to establish a new pasture or hay stand
especially true in the eastern and western
without tillage while providing productive
farming areas of the Upper Peninsula where
grazing of annual forages on firm soil
untiled clay soils are most common. Soil
throughout the multi-year process.
organic matter levels on these soils are likely
In areas where annual cropping is more
to be quite high, although few organic matcommon, the interest in cover crops may
ter soil tests are documented. On the better
fit into a more conventional scheme.
drained, coarser-textured soils in the central
Last October, Menominee County
Upper Peninsula, more annual cropping is
farmers attending an MSU AgBioResearch
common, including corn, potatoes, small
and Extension cover crop demonstration
grains, field peas and other crops.
field day in Daggett saw several cover
Tillage practices generally do not include
crop possibilities planted in replicated strip

plots following harvest of a short season
sorghum silage crop.
The cover crops include oats, oilseed
radish, winter rye, oats and radish and a
“control” strip with no cover crop. This project will continue in 2016 with cover crop
termination and tillage as needed, planting
and managing a new corn silage crop, and
sampling to detect yield differences based
on cover crop effect. A large change in soil
organic matter is not expected after only
one year; however, Solvita testing is planned
to check for differences in soil biological
activity. This can be an indicator that good
things are happening below ground.
This project was developed based on
farmer interest and informal observations
of the positive effect of cover crops in
recent years and is meant to document
yield impacts, if any, of cover cropping
on-farm. Additional efforts add to our
experience, including a small-scale, single
year 2013 cover crop evaluation in Alger
County, cover crop evaluations on the
MSU farm in Chatham, Michigan, and a
cover crop demonstration strip on a Chippewa County farm in 2014.
Gradually, meaningful and documented
results of cover cropping efforts in the
Upper Peninsula are being gathered.
Isleib is a researcher with Michigan
State University Extension.

Searles
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Merrill, Michigan 48637
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Model 12-325 ES
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Early planting
CONTINUED from page 8

an important role for achieving optimal
yields. Saab said the key to choosing an
early planting date is finding the right
combination of good field conditions,
adequate soil temperature and moisture,
and a warming trend in the forecast instead of just relying on a calendar date.
“Areas where the average soil temperature remained above 50 degrees F for two
weeks after planting typically have higher
and more uniform stands than where soils
were 50 F or below for the same period,”
he said. “Corn requires adequate moisture
and several days of good weather after
planting for successful emergence.”
To protect against stand and yield loss,
monitor soil temperature at planting
depth and delay planting until soils reach
50 F. Well-drained, low-residue fields typically warm up faster and allow for more
rapid emergence and seedling growth.
“Besides cold, compaction also can have
negative effects on stand establishment.
Seedlings emerging in compacted soils
often exhibit symptoms like leafing underground, smaller roots and runts,” Saab

said. “If possible, refrain from planting
until soils are sufficiently dry to minimize
compaction, and make sure to use the
right seed firmer and closing wheel to ensure good seed-to-soil contact and reduce
compaction especially in no-till fields.”
Consider seed treatment options when
planting early. Early-season insects often are
a problem in early planting and high residue
conditions, and more so if seedlings are
weakened by cold or overly wet soils.
“Insecticide seed treatments have
proven to be very effective at protecting
stands in stressful environments,” Saab
said. “Although these are insecticides,
they also protect against seedling disease
by reducing insect feeding and depriving
pathogens of points of entry. These provide effective control of secondary insects
such as wireworms, cutworms, seed corn
maggots and white grubs. However, our
research has shown that higher rates of
insecticide seed treatments may be needed to maximize control of these insects
under heavy infestations and especially
in no-till fields. These insects tend to be
active early in the season and can cause
significant stand reductions, especially if
emergence is slow due to stress.”
Source: Pioneer Hi-Bred
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$500 Bonus For Michigan
Farm Bureau Members

500

$

BONUS
CASH

BAY CITY
HAGEN FORD, INC.
989-684-4600
www.hagenford.com
BRIDGMAN
SIEMANS FORD, INC.
269-465-5344
www.siemansinbridgman.com
COLDWATER
COLE FORD LINCOLN
888-839-8129
colefordlincoln.com
GRAND HAVEN
PREFERRED FORD
616-842-0600
www.preferredford.com
GREENVILLE
ED KOEHN FORD LINCOLN
616-754-4689
www.edkoehn.com

2016 FORD F-150

Michigan Farm Bureau members get $500 Bonus Cash* toward
the purchase or lease of any eligible 2015/2016/2017 Ford vehicle.
Enjoy valuable savings on your choice of vehicles from our
comfortable and capable lineup of cars and trucks – like the
all-new 2016 F-150. With best-in-class towing and payload**
and a military grade, aluminum-alloy body, the F-150 is always
ready to get the tough jobs done.

Take advantage of this exclusive special offer today.

Visit www.fordspecialoffer.com/farmbureau/mi

HEMLOCK
RICK FORD SALES, INC.
989-642-5261
rickfordsalesinc.com
800-430-7882
MIDLAND
MIDLAND FORD LINCOLN INC.
989-631-0040
www.midlandford.com
REED CITY
BABB FORD SALES, INC.
231-832-2206
866-333-2206
SOUTH HAVEN
DON WOODHAMS INC.
269-637-2137
woodhamsford.com
STANDISH
RICHARDSON FORD
888-677-2787
www.richardsonstandish.com

*Program #35296: $500 Bonus Cash offer exclusively for active Arizona, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee Farm Bureau
members who are residents of the United States. Offer is valid from 1/5/2016 through 1/3/2017 for the purchase or lease of an eligible new 2015/2016/2017 model year Ford
vehicle including Hybrids and Final Pay Units. Incentive not available on Mustang Shelby GT/GT500, Mustang Boss 302, Mustang Special 50th Anniversary Edition, F-150
Raptor. Offer is subject to change based on vehicle eligibility. This offer may not be used in conjunction with other Ford Motor Company private incentives or AXZD-Plans.
Some customer and purchase eligibility restrictions apply. You must be an eligible Association member for at least 30 consecutive days and must show proof of membership. Limit one $500 Bonus Cash offer per vehicle purchase or lease. Limit of ﬁve new eligible vehicle purchases or leases per Farm Bureau member during program period.
See your Ford Dealer for complete details and qualiﬁcations.
**Class is Full-Size Pickups under 8,500 lbs. GVWR.

WAYLAND
ED KOEHN FORD OF WAYLAND, INC.
269-792-2205
www.waylandford.com

